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Smart wafers
CyberOptics Semiconductor has an
ingenious new tool, its WaferSense Auto
Leveling Sensor (ALS).The wafer-look-
alike device is wireless, enabling fast,
accurate levelling of semiconductor
wafer processing and automation equip-
ment.That in turn reduces the total cost
of tool ownership and time- consuming
changes to process equipment.
WaferSense ALS (two years in the devel-
opment) is designed to be handled like a
150mm, 200mm or 300mm wafer.The
leveling sensor can be placed in cas-
settes, FOUPs, on end effectors, aligners,
in load locks and process chambers to
quickly ensure that all these stations are
level and co-planar.The device also pro-
vides precise pitch and roll measure-
ments – accurate to +0.03o – that can be
logged to relate co-planarity with yield
and determine ideal tool adjustments for
best yields.Atmospheric and vacuum
compatible, the wireless device does not
outgas, and includes a HEPA filter to con-
tain particulate matter within the sensor.
Process, maintenance and field engineers
are often tasked to level semiconductor
equipment at tool set-up and commission-
ing, after failures, in preventative mainte-
nance or tool reconfiguration. It’s a
process that can take several hours to
accomplish, causing equipment down-
time and revenue loss. Compared to tradi-
tional wired or manual levelling methods,
WaferSense ALS reduces the time it typi-
cally takes to accomplish this levelling
task to about an hour, since the user is not
required to break down the equipment or
defeat the vacuum chamber. (Figure 1)
“Misaligned wafer processing equipment
can take a considerable toll on a semicon-
ductor manufacturer’s bottom line,“ says
marketing VP Evelyn Brosnan.“This sensor
is designed to help engineers make level-
ling and coplanarity adjustments quickly
and accurately so fab equipment can get
online faster. Improved yield and through-
put are realised by reducing scrap and
enabling production of more good die per
unit time.”
The sensor also allows engineers to easily
set levels or take level measurements
using LevelView’s real-time ‘level bubble’
graphic feedback. Levels can be set to any
reference plane with-
in the sensor’s operat-
ing range. Users can
define Go/No Go
regions, and log 
data and notes for 
reference. Readouts for battery life, sensor
temperature and connection status are
shown in the control panel.
The sensor operates at least six hours
without recharging. Once returned to its
charging case it recharges automatically.
Its accompanying WaferSense link
(Bluetooth communication) plugs into a
laptop’s USB port for wireless communi-
cations with the sensor, and operates
with Windows operating systems.With
one US based semiconductor beta site,
and 3 beta tool makers (two Japanese
and one US) between them running 10
or 11 sensors, Brosnam says that the
$6.995 priced sensor statistics has
allowed some interesting yield and
throughput value calculations.While
CyberOptics does not yet claim that the
sensor can increase yield this is being
evaluated at beta test site. Brosnam notes
taht on a 30,000 typical wafer
start/month at 200mm (32,4m2) giving
171 ICs at 90% capacity and an estimated
$10/revenue per IC, the annual dollar
savings per yield point is $5,5m.
CyberOptics’ UFO look-alike offers levelling 
salvation for  wafer tool supplier maintenance
teams and semiconductor fabs.
Figure 1: Throughput value calculation
Labour time saving per ALS levelling operation: 7hrs
Manual levelling of process tool 8hrs. 
Auto levelling with ALS 1hr.
Factory levelling labour savings
Coplanarity at final assembly and field installation.
Levelling during factory test - (2 times x 7 hrs) 14 hrs
Factory labour rate burdened $100
Total savings in factory final test per tool $1,400
Field service levelling labour savings
During tool set-up & commissioning 7
Due to failures 7
Preventative maintenance (x12) 84
Tool configuration (x2) 14
Total field labour hours 112
Labour rate burdened per hour $200
Total field service savings per tool $22,400
Capital cost saving
Hrs of fab downtime pa 112
average tool cost $3m
Hourly capital cost per tool (3yr depreciation) $114
=>cost of fab downtime $12,785
COO multiple to capital cost 2
Total cost of ownership savings per tool $25, 571
Total saving per tool per year with sensor $49,371
If only 25% of tools use ALS total saving pa $4,9m
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